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Abstract 
This paper presents a new segmentation method of complex nucleus configurations. The specificity of this 
work is to introduce prior information about the usual shape of cells nuclei, in order to optimize the selection of 
markers from which the flooding will start, during the watershed-based segmentation.  
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1. Introduction 
Over the past fifteen years, the field of optical imaging has been developing rapidly with the advent of a wide 
range of new probes (especially fluorescent ones), with the advances in microscopy (immuno-fluorescence light 
microscope, confocal microscope, video microscopy...) and image analysis. All these advances have 
revolutionized our understanding and knowledge of the dynamic structures and events related to living cells. 
As cell nuclear morphology is a hot topic research now in biology, the biological background of this paper is 
based on alterations in nuclear morphology. The knowledge of the cellular structure that underlies nuclear 
morphometric changes, with respect to a non pathological shape, is still limited. But such changes are frequently 
observed in various nuclei, including several human diseases as cancer, laminopathies, a subset of diseases 
caused by mutations in Lamins A/C or LMNA gene involved in the architectural proteins (Lamins A and C) of 
the cell nucleus membrane. Several biological functions seem to be related to major changes in the geometry of 
the nucleus. Nuclear size and shape are good visual descriptors of abnormal nuclear behavior, and could lead to a 
quick and efficient diagnosis of nucleus normality.  
The development of large scale quantitative biological research or high throughput drug screens can lead to 
greater understanding of the mechanisms that underlie nuclear morphometric changes, and thus might help to find 
a treatment. However, the increasing quantity and complexity of image data render manual analysis unreasonably 
time consuming. Therefore, automatic techniques to analyze nuclei shape in a way that yields both quantitative 
and objective measurements are of considerable interest. To deal with such large screening tests, it is important to 
develop methods that allow highly reliable shape description and characterization (Cloppet et al., 2000). This 
involves computer vision problems for which efficient solutions have not yet been found, such as extracting in a 
highly precise way the contour of each nucleus, even if the nuclei are aggregated or overlapping. 
Section 2 gives some details about the typical problems encountered in the images and deals with the problem 
of segmentation, while section 3 describes our contribution to segment complex nucleus configurations. Section 4 
illustrates the relevance of the developed method through results presented and discussed. Finally, section 5 is 
devoted to concluding remarks. 
 
2. Segmentation 
In this study, digitized pictures of immunostained nuclei (see Figure 1) were sampled using a conventional 
epifluorescent microscope (Leica DMR) coupled to a Princeton-Roper camera. As mentioned above, the 
presence of the mutated lamin protein resulting in abnormal nuclear shape, is proved by the immunodetection of 
lamin A/C (primary antibody directed against lamin A/C, secondary antibody coupled to the fluorescence probe 
FITC: Fluoresceine Iso Thio Cyanat). Other fluorescent staining, with DAPI (Di Aminido Phenyl lndol) can also 
be used to visualize DNA. 
 
    
Fig. 1. Nuclei of cells in immunofluorescence images: 
Images of lamin repartition (left) and DNA (right) 
 
In fact, the major problem with such 2D images is that they are disturbed by out-of-focus light mostly due to 
the thickness of the specimen. Nuclei are sometimes occluded by overlapping material from higher or lower focal 
planes (see Figure 2). 
   
Fig. 2. Occluded nuclei due to overlapping material from higher focal plane 
 
This problem of overlapping areas could be solved by using a confocal microscope, but this makes the 
acquisition of images much slower. Indeed, at the moment, this is hardly compatible with high throughput drug 
screens. Furthermore, both sources of images (confocal or light microscope) present similar disturbances due to 
the auto-fluorescence of the medium, the acquisition noise induced by the camera detector, and various 
imperfections of the optical system.  
Another source of problem is the density of the observed nuclei. In fact, in high density population, nuclei are 
clustered together with attaching borders (see Figure 3).Therefore, the segmentation step developed to extract 
each nucleus, in complex nucleus configurations, such as overlapping nuclei and/or clustered nuclei, has to be 
done with high precision. Segmentation remains a major challenge in image analysis. It refers to the task of 
detecting boundaries of objects of interest in an image. It should yield a partitioning of the image into disjoint 
uniform regions (according to a feature such as gray level, color or texture). It can rely both on the uniformity of 
the feature inside the region or on edge evidence. Segmentation has been widely studied as shown by Pal and 
Pal., 1993, and Freixenet and al., 2002. In this section, we will consider methods that can deal only with objects 
of complex topologies, and that have been proven to be powerful especially in biomedical imaging. Several 
approaches have been proposed, and they are mainly divided into two categories: energy-driven segmentation 
(Kass et al., 1987; Zhu and Yuille, 1996; Caselles et al., 1997) and watershed-based segmentation (Vincent and 
Soille, 1991; Beucher and Meyer, 1992).  
In the first category, the segmentation is obtained as a result of the minimization of an energy function, 
composed of a data-driven term and a regularization term. To prevent the problems encountered by snake-based 
methods with topological changes, Osher and Sethian (1988) proposed a level set approach, which represents a 
deformable two-dimensional contour as a level curve of a three dimensional function that is deformed by internal 
and external forces. The multiphase level set method (Luminata et al., 2002) allows the representation of complex 
topologies. In the context of biological object segmentation, these methods usually failed to separate objects that 
are in contact or overlap. Recent methods, based on deformable contours (Zimmer and Olivo-Marin, 2005) or 
level sets (Zhang et al., 2004), prevent the contours of the nuclei that are in contact from merging. They introduce 
in the energy functional an overlap penalty between each pair of contours. They can extract regions in contact, 
but cannot manage to segment overlapping regions. These methods are very useful in applications of isolated 
cells tracking, as it can be assumed that each cell contour is not very different between two consecutive images of 
a video, that is the result contours of the previous image (at time t-1) can be use as initial contours of the image at 
time t. The only initialization step done manually is the first one made on image at t=1. But it remains a major 
drawback for high throughput drug screens, which is the biological context of the study. 
In the second category, the image is processed as a height function that describes a landscape (Beucher and 
Lantuejoul, 1979). Among the watershed-based segmentation methods, the watershed transform (Vincent and 
Soille 1991) has proven to be a powerful and fast technique for both contour detection and region-based 
segmentation. An intuitive description of this transform can be done as follows: consider the image is a 
topographical relief, where the height of each point is directly related to its gray level, and imagine rain is falling 
on this relief: the watersheds are the lines that separate the catchments basins. It is generally computed on the 
gradient of the original image, so that the watersheds are located at high gradient points. 
Many interesting properties, among which simplicity, speed and complete partition of the image, are useful for 
many different image segmentation applications. It has been applied to biological images (Costa et al., 1997; 
Chen et al. 2006) and has given good results, especially on blurred gray-level images with low contrast and weak 
boundaries. However, there are some drawbacks such as over-segmentation, or great sensitivity to noise…. In 
fact, fluctuations in the gradient magnitude image as well as noise can be considered as local minima, and lead to 
over-segmentation. The watershed segmentation can be improved, in particular by the introduction of knowledge. 
Nguyen and Ji, 2006, and Hamarneh and Li, 2009 have introduced knowledge into the evolution of region 
boundaries during the merging process applied to limit over-segmentation A more commonly used solution is the 
use of  knowledge to select good region markers, that represent the number and approximate location of the 
desired regions. Grau and al. 2004 and Lefevre 2007, have shown that both markers spatial positions and content 
can be used as a knowledge source in order to decrease over-segmentation. The algorithm of Lefevre 2007, 
requires a manually made spatial initialization to determine the initial positions of the markers, and involves a 
supervised pixel classification from which the knowledge used to select the best markers is built. Obviously this 
step increases the computational cost. The method of Grau and al. 2004, developed for anatomical structures in 
medical images, used a prior model of the anatomical structure that is expected to be segmented in the form of a 
statistical atlas. This atlas is used to generate the markers automatically. 
In this paper, we propose a fully automated method of segmentation for complex nucleus configurations, 
especially in aggregated and/or overlapping nucleus configurations where no satisfactory solution has yet been 
found. This method introduces prior information based on geometrical properties, via configurations nucleus 
templates, and gray-level criterion that gives a semantic understanding of these configurations. This high level 
interpretation of the biological information will allow an automated detection of the desired markers that are 
connected with the number of nuclei implied in such complex nucleus configurations. 
 
3. Segmenting overlapping and/or clustered nuclei 
 
Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the full automated cell segmentation procedure. It is a three steps approach. 
First clusters of cells nuclei are segmented form the background, with an automated thresholding. Then the 
isolated cells nuclei are extracted. Finally, complex nucleus configurations, such as overlapping or clustered 
nuclei, are processed. The main difficulty is to first detect whether a connected component extracted on the image 
corresponds to a single nucleus or to a group of several nuclei. This information will be helpful for selecting the 
right markers in order to avoid over or sub-segmentation of cells nuclei. 
 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the segmentation system 
 
3.1. Markers Selection with use of prior information 
 
Overlapping/clustered nuclei have intersecting contours in points of high concavity. To select those involved 
in the segmentation process among the whole set of concavity points, prior information about normal or abnormal 
nuclei shape has to be used. 
For example, normal nuclei have a slightly elongated but regular shape with a quite a small area (see Figure 4a), 
while abnormal nuclei might be much bigger (see Figure 4b) and/or lobulated (See Figure 4c). In fact, points of 
significant concavity that are extracted can correspond to clustered or overlapping nuclei areas, but also to 
lobulated areas of abnormal nuclei. (See Figure 5) 
 
                
                 a- slightly elongated but regular    b – big  c- big and lobulated 
Fig. 4. Domain knowledge about normal (a) and abnormal (b-c) nuclei shape 
               
  a    b   c 
Fig. 5. Points of significant concavity in overlapping nuclei (a) clustered nuclei (b) and  
lobulated abnormal nucleus (c) 
 
In order to identify these three types of areas, segments linking significant concavity points (see Figure 6a) are 







Fig. 6. Selection of a true separation segment [AB] (b) among all potential segments linking two significant 
concavity points (a) in various nuclei configurations 
 
For this purpose, two templates of high biological plausibility (based on visual inspection of about 300 nuclei) 
have been established:  
- overlapping template,  
- aggregated template. 
 
The overlapping template (see Figure 7a), is based on the hypothesis that if two nuclei overlap, the connected 
component has to be elongated enough to contain two nuclei. [AB] is the potential segment of separation that 
connects two significant concavity points A and B, I is the middle point of this segment, [CD] is a segment 
perpendicular to [AB] at point I, [EF] and [GH] are perpendicular to [AB] respectively at points A and B. 
At the moment, the distances CD and AB are equal as well as EF and GH. If the nuclei were circles, we could 
have fixed equal values to AB, CD, EF and GH. But as they are not, EF has to be smaller than AB and has been 
evaluated to the third of distance AB after observing a high number of nuclei. 
To select the segment [AB] as a true separation segment between overlapping nuclei, all the points C, D, E, F, 




Fig. 7. Use of the overlapping template (a) to select (b) the true  
separation segment (c) in overlapping nuclei configurations 
 
The problem with this template is that in case of very big and lobulated nuclei, potential segments of 











Fig. 8. In case of very big and lobulated nucleus potential segments of separation (a)  
can fit the overlapping template (b) but don’t satisfy the gray-level criterion (c) 
 
Therefore, in order to distinguish these two configurations, a study of gray levels intensity along [AB] is 
performed. In case of overlapping nuclei, the gray level intensity is higher in the area of overlapping than the 
mean intensity of the connected component. In case of a big lobulated nucleus, no significant variation of gray 
levels can be observed, and then the potential segment of separation is rejected (see Figure 8c). 
The aggregating template (see Figure 9a) illustrates the fact that in aggregating areas, there is a narrow 
pathway where the two nuclei are in contact. This template is more restrictive than the overlapping template. It 
differs by the angles the consistent segments [EA][EF] and [GB][GH] make with the potential segment of 




a b c 
   
a b c 
by observing a high number of nuclei. The angles are measured using left and right tangent vectors at concavity 
points A and B. 
If the aggregating template fits (see Figure 9b), the segment [AB] is validated as a line of separation between 
nuclei in contact (see Figure 9c). As the template could be too rigid, some flexibility is introduced, and a rule is 




a b c 
 
Fig. 9. Use of the Aggregating template (a) to select (b) the true separation 
segment (c) in aggregated nuclei configurations 
 
3.2. Watershed transform 
 
If the connected component includes several nuclei, they have to be separated. The watershed transform is 
then used. The critical step of this transform is the setting of the markers which are the starting points of flooding. 
The marker image used for watershed segmentation is a binary image consisting of either single marker points 
(generally the ultimate point) or larger marker regions, where each connected marker is placed inside an object of 
interest. Each initial marker has a one-to-one relationship to a specific watershed region, thus the number of 
markers will be equal to the final number of watershed regions. 
In the developed method, marker regions, based on knowledge extracted at the previous step about nuclei 
configurations, are used rather than ultimate points, which failed in case of complex nucleus configurations to 
extract the good number of nuclei. These markers regions are usually extracted as low gradient zones in the 
image, which is the case in the middle of the nucleus. Indeed, the selected marker regions are the segments [OM] 
and [NP], which are by definition positioned approximately at the middle of each region located on both sides of 
the validated segment of separation (see Figure 10), and which width is fixed to 10 pixels to prevent them to be 
trapped in a local minimum. 
 
 
I: middle point of [AB] (segment of separation). 
J: middle point of [AJ]. 
K: middle point of [IB]. 
d: perpendicular line to [AB] at point I. 
E, F: points of intersection between the line parallel to d at point J and the 
contour of the connected component or another validated segment of separation. 
G, H: points of intersection between the line parallel to d at point K and the 
contour of the connected component or another validated segment of separation. 
M, N: middle point of [EJ] and [JF] respectively. 
O, P: middle point of [GK] and [KH] respectively. 
Fig. 10. Definition of marker regions 
 
If the nuclei have been identified at the previous step as aggregating nuclei, a marker is set in the middle (see  
Figure 10) of the regions located on both sides of the validated segment of separation. If the nuclei overlap, there 
will be one more marker in the overlapping area along the segment [AB] (see Figure 11). Then the gradient 
image is considered as a topographical surface that is flooded from the markers. 
  
Fig. 11. Initializing step of the watershed  transform in case of overlapping nuclei 
 
Finally, a post-processing is applied to connect each region to the corresponding nucleus (see Figure 12): regions 
1 and 3 form the first nucleus and regions 2 and 3 form the second one. 
 
       




To test the efficiency of the proposed method, 50 digitized pictures (1392x1040 pixels) of immunostained 
nuclei, sampled using a conventional epifluorescent microscope (Leica DMR) coupled to a Princeton-Roper 
camera, were tested and evaluated. It is not possible to obtain a ground truth based on experts manual 
segmentation on a great number of nuclei Therefore, on these images containing 712 nuclei, a visual analysis of 
the results was done by three biological experts, in order to assess the relevance of the extracted nuclei in terms 
of number of nuclei, but they also have to check that no minor deformation of nuclei shape is missed. As these 
minor deformations have a fundamental influence in drawing the right conclusions about shape normality, it is 
important to well extract them during the segmentation step. This expert analysis gives in results the following 
nuclei repartition (See Table 1). 
 
Isolated Nuclei Aggregated Nuclei Overlapping Nuclei Total 
553 (77.67%) 89 (12.50%) 70 (9.83%) 712 
Table 1: Nucleus distribution according to biological experts 
 
The results of the proposed system (see Table 2) show that 97.47% of nuclei are well segmented in terms of 
number of nuclei, according to biological experts. Furthermore, no minor deformation is missed. All isolated 
nuclei are well extracted, so that the 2.53% of nuclei that are not well segmented are implied in complex nucleus 
configurations. The rate of over-segmentation (i.e. individual nuclei that are split in more than one particle) is 
very low (0.28%), and show the relevance of the extracted markers. The remaining cases of over-segmentation 
are observed in some very lobulated nuclei, where two high concavity points match the aggregating template (see 
Figure 13a) and satisfy the gray-level criterion. 
Sub-segmentation (i.e. nucleus configurations are not split in the right number of individual nuclei) rate is 
slightly higher. According to Table 3, it can be shown that most of the errors of sub-segmentation are observed 
during the segmentation of overlapping nuclei. They are due to the fact that only one point of high concavity is 




 Well-segmented nuclei Over-segmentation Sub-segmentation 
694 (97.47%) 2 (0.281%) 16 (2.247%) 
Table 2: Nucleus segmentation results in terms of number of nuclei 
 
Well-segmented aggregated nuclei Well segmented overlapping nuclei 
79 (88.76%) 54 (77.14%) 
Table 3:  Segmentation results in complex nucleus configurations 
 
            
                                               a                                                                            b    
Fig. 13. Example of over-segmentation (a) and, sub-segmentation (b) 
 
The average computational cost of the proposed method has been measured around 3 sec per aggregated or 
overlapping nucleus configurations, with a Java-based implementation on a Pentium T8100 2.1 GHz / 1 GB 
RAM laptop. For a whole image containing approximately 30% of nuclei involved in complex nucleus 




In this paper we tackle the problem of segmentation of complex nuclei configuration, such as aggregated or 
overlapping nuclei, where no satisfactory solution was found in the past. The developed method is based on the 
marker based watershed algorithm which is one of the most widely accepted solutions in biomedical imaging. 
This kind of algorithm requires a spatial initialization made either automatically or manually to define the initial 
position of the catchment basins (i.e. the markers). 
We propose a method based on an automatic generation of markers introducing prior information based on 
geometrical properties by the way of configuration nuclei templates, and on gray-level criterion. Prior 
information gives a semantic understanding of the nucleus configurations that is useful to determine the right 
number of markers and their approximate location. This method is not time consuming and yield to a very low 
rate of over-segmentation. 
Future works will be devoted to the introduction of a formal learning step in order to obtain optimal 
aggregated/overlapping templates based on biological knowledge extracted as rules or image samples. That will 
make the general application of the proposed method even more reliable and flexible as it will be able to adapt to 
new nucleus configurations. 
Regularization of watershed lines (Nguyen et al. 2003, Tai et al., 2007) can also be introduced in order to 
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